
Nature Society (Singapore) Horseshoe Crab Rescue and Research (HSC R&R) Programme 

 

The HSC R&R is a horseshoe crab conservation programme based on the citizen 

science approach. It consists of four components: 

 

The following presentation slides are used in public talks (typically in schools and 

tertiary institutions) for the following purposes: 

1. Educate the public about the biology and ecology of horseshoe crabs 

2. Recruit volunteers for the HSC R&R 

Attached are also two annexes: 

Annex A - Nature Society ( Singapore ) Horseshoe Crab Training and Accreditation Program 

( HSC TAP ). 

Annex B - Fishermen’s Survey of Horseshoe Crab Sightings and Catch 
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Singer in the picture is Zhao Chuan. His most famous Mandarin pop song is “I am very
ugly, but I am very gentle”.
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A horseshoe crab may look very menacing, but they are actually harmless.
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All pictures in this presentation are of the mangrove horseshoe crab, Carcinoscorpius
rotundicauda.
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The Malay proverb “macam belangkas” describes two people who are inseparable. It
literally means “like horseshoe crab”. Macam: similar to; belangkas: horseshoe crab.
Horseshoe crabs spend a long time in amplexus.
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Eggs are small and difficult to detect in the field. The battery is placed beside the eggs to
give a sense of scale.
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A horseshoe crab undergoing moulting.
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Our field site, Mandai mudflats at Kranji. The substrate is very muddy. The mud flats are
littered with debris, planks of wood, cans, concrete blocks. Sometimes foam mattresses,
polystyrene, even a half a fridge.

Our Story started when some birdwatchers at the site saw horseshoe crabs, still alive,
trapped in abandoned fishing nets. Contacted NSS to ask them to arrange to rescue
them. So every couple of months a team of volunteers would go to the site with cutters
to rescue the horseshoe crabs.
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The aim of this Training and Accreditation Programme is to establish a pool of
Conservation Volunteers with a consistent standard of searching for and handling of
Horseshoe Crabs (HSC), measurement techniques, research data collection and
recording and correct manner of freeing entrapped HSC. We also hope to nurture
environmental responsibility and inculcate safety first practices during each monthly visit
to the Mandai mudflats. For details, refer to Annex A.
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Typically, mangrove horseshoe crabs are half buried in the mud in our field site. This
photo shows a pair in amplexus.

Juveniles on the surface, adults sometimes buried about 2cm.
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Sometime we find big bundles with the horseshoe crabs tightly caught up. Some visits
we find none, sometimes 20-30, even as many as 200 and once >400 caught up in nets.
So the first part of our work has been to rescue crabs from nets.

It takes time to tease out the fine nylon strands. We find only adults trapped, with
approx 70 to 75% males. Worst times have been in June and July. So we try to make sure
a team goes along in the these months each year.
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Separate from our monthly visits to the Mandai mudflats, the island-wide survey is
conducted once every year (typically in March) across several sites in Singapore. The
objective is to survey the distribution of the mangrove horseshoe crab (Carcinoscorpius
rotundicauda) and coastal horseshoe crab (Tachypleus gigas) on Singapore’s shores.

In addition, volunteers also conduct interviews with fishermen and recreational anglers
to gather anecdotal information on horseshoe crab sightings. Volunteers also take the
opportunity to highlight, to the fishermen and anglers, threats facing horseshoe crabs.

See Annex B for the interview questions.
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  Annex A 

 

 

 

Nature Society ( Singapore ) Horseshoe Crab Training and Accreditation Program ( HSC TAP ). 
 

 

The aim of this Training and Accreditation Program is to establish a pool of Conservation Volunteers 

with a consistent standard of searching for and handling of Horseshoe Crabs (HSC), measurement 

techniques, research data collection and recording and correct manner of freeing entrapped HSC. We 

also hope to nurture environmental responsibility and inculcate safety first practices during each visit.  

  

There will be 4 levels of accreditation:  

 

1.Qualified HSC Conservation Volunteers/ HSC R&Rers, 

2. Supervisors,  

3. Trainers and,  

4. Leaders.   

  

The Training Program for accreditation as a Qualified HSC R&R Conservation Volunteer consists of 

attendance in at least 3 HSC R&R sessions in a year and involves participation in the following 

modules: 

  

1. Open and Transect search.  
Attainment goals: ability to locate and identify juvenile, adults, gender, recently moulted, moults, parts 

of carapace of dead HSC, mating pairs or groups; ability to correctly handle without injury to self or 

HSC during capture, proper transfer, sea water sample collection and sea water temperature recording 

etc. 

  

2. Measuring and Recording of data. 
Attainment goals: use of measuring calipers, correct handling and measurement of HSC, growth stage 

and gender identification, other pertinent observations, communication between measurer and recorder, 

recording procedure, marking, distress minimisation during storage and proper release of HSC. 

  

3. Search & Rescue. 
Attainment goals: search for nets etc. which can entrap HSC, use of shears to free entrapped HSC from 

nets, collection of specimens for recording, removal and, if necessary, destruction of nets at site. 

  

4. Responsible environmental good practice behavior and safety first. 
 Example: avoid littering and removing life specimens, collect and discard 5 items of man-made litter at 

each session, replace objects which are up-turned for search, be aware of danger from the elements like 

lightning and sharp objects/ creatures which can cut, bite or sting, etc. 

 

5. Group ( and  personal ) equipment care and use. 

Example: proper set up of work station, collection of sea water for HSC storage containers, proper care 

of measuring equipment and data record documents, responsibility for pails, shears etc., cleaning of all 

equipment at end of session and responsibility for cleaning area used. 

  

6. Practical Test. 
  

Qualified HSC R&Rers will be awarded a certificate and a cap. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Qualifed HSC R&Rers with effective participation records at assisting/guiding trainees or other 

inexperienced participants in the 3 core areas of: 

 

1. Open or Transect search,  

2. Measuring and Recording of data, and  

3. Search & Rescue,  

 

during  each of another 3 monthly HSC R&R sessions, and assist in inculcating and nurturing 

environmental good practice behavior, safety first and group equipment care and use, will be awarded 

with a Supervisor’s certificate and cap. 

  

Supervisors with effective supervision record of Qualified HSC R&Rers in the 3 core areas, as 

mentioned above, during each of another 3 monthly HSC R&R sessions, and assist in inculcating and 

nurturing environmental good practice behavior, safety first and group equipment care and use, will be 

awarded with a Trainer’s certificate and cap. 

  

Trainers with record of effectively assisting the Leader in the 3 core areas, as mentioned above, during 

each of another 3 monthly HSC R&R sessions, and assist in inculcating and nurturing environmental 

good practice behavior, safety first and group equipment care and use, will be awarded with a Leader’s 

certificate and cap and can conduct the monthly HSC R&R and HSC TAP sessions. 
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